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spiropyran-doped with biocompatible lecithin
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a b s t r a c t

A photochromic spiropyran (SP) compound was doped into a two-component lecithin-Ca2þ organogel,
which could coordinate with calcium ions or not by UV/Vis irradiation. Under UV irradiation, SP was
isomerized into merocyanine (MC) that coordinated with Ca2þ and resulted in the original pale grey
transparent gel transforming to deep-purple fluid, causing the fluid viscosity to decrease nearly 12-fold.
Upon exposure to visible light, the MC reverted to the SP formwhich released the Ca2þ and the organogel
was retrieved, also the viscosity recovered its initial value. This cycle could be repeated several times
without loss of response. All the gelation components were commercially cheap available and the SP
could be prepared by facile material and simple process, so a novel economic and simple organic doped-
type light-controllable gel-to-sol transition system was constructed, which provide more possibility for
its practical application in controlled drug delivery.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Stimuli-responsive gels, which exhibit responsiveness to
external environmental perturbations, such as temperature, light,
ionic strength, sonication, pH as well as electric andmagnetic fields
[1], have attracted increasing attention for their diverse application
in drug-delivery systems, biomaterials, supramolecular switch
systems, tissue engineering applications, or novel membranes [2].
Among them, light-responsiveness has been widely investigated
extensively owing to the possibility of developing materials sensi-
tive to innocuous electromagnetic radiation, mainly in the UV,
visible and near-infrared range [3].

Biocompatible material gel, a class of renewable natural re-
sources which are abundant in the biosphere, has a better
compatibility with body system and is considered as ideal alter-
natives to synthetic gel [4]. For example, Lu et al. [5] have reported
multistimuli-responsive, moldable hydrogels cross-linked by ul-
trafast complexation of metal ions and chitosan. They used chito-
san, a useful natural resource, as rawmaterial for gel. The advanced
gel systems utilizing native biopolymers may find practical usages
in fields such as smart devices, logic gates, sensors, and in anti-
bacterial gel membranes. As a more valuable biological material,
lecithin gel has been investigated for many years and has made
great progress. And thermo-reversible and viscoelastic nature and

the gel-to-sol transition of about 40 �C make it an essential entity
for the development of topical formulations [6].

Currently, much research work focuses on the design and syn-
thesis chemical structure with light-responsive molecular, typically
azobenzenes [7], diarylethenes [8] and spiropyrans [9], to form
these light-controllable hydrogels, including synthetic polymers
and low-molecular-weight gelators(LMWGs). Most of these widely
used materials largely depend on the organic synthesis, polymeri-
zation and self-assembly [10]. Once our group reported a novel
organic simple doped-type lecithineCa2þ three-component photo-
induced gel-to-sol transition system by doping an aza-15-crown-5-
ether functionalized bisthienylethene (BTE-15C5) which can
reversibly capture and release calcium ions by UV/Vis irradiation
[11]. To further develop a simple and economic light-controllable
gel-to-sol transition system, SP was introduced as photochrome.
In this communication, we prepared the SP derivative 10-ethyl-
30,30-dimethyl-6-nitrospiro[1(2H)-benzopyran-2,20-indoline] with
simple method and doped it with the calcium cation sensitive
organogels based on lecithin. SP photo-isomer can coordinate with
Ca2þ or not by UV/Vis irradiation at room temperature. Then a
novel simple photo-controllable gel-to-sol transition system with
the advantages of low cost and environmental benignity was con-
structed that provided more possibility of its practical application.

It has been reported that in the presence of Ca2þ the micelles of
lecithin can reversed from spherical to giant cylindrical structure in
nonpolar organic liquids, thus aggregated micelles form a temporal
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three-dimensional network gel through overlap, interpenetration
and entanglement, and the concentration of Ca2þ in the lecithin
remarkably affect the gel formation [12]. Moreover, photochromic
compounds SP can be reversibly photoisomerized between the
colorless SP form and the colored MC form upon irradiation with
different wavelengths of light [13]. The open MC form is zwitter-
ionic and hydrophilic, which can coordinate with Ca2þ via the
anionic groups, whereas the closed SP form does not [14]. These
properties provide the basic of constructing a simply controlled
ionic device with light and the corresponding schematic diagram
shown in Scheme 1. As a novel simple and cheap light-controllable
system, this work provides more possibility for SP photochromic
system in practical applications of smart materials or controlled
drug delivery systems.

It has been known that the addition of simple inorganic salts
such as CaCl2 to the lecithin in non-polar solvents can form trans-
parent gel when the molar ratio is 3: 1 (lecithin:CaCl2) and this gel
shows great thermal reversibility [15]. The concentration of the
Ca2þ in the lecithin is a key factor for gel formation, so doping
photochromic SP molecules which can coordinate with Ca2þ may
provide the prospect of optically controlling the gel-to-sol trans-
formation of this three-component smart gel system. The critical
gelling concentration of lecithin is 25 mM and CaCl2 is 8.3 mM in n-
decane. Any changes of the composition may affect the gel forma-
tion. After adding 2.7 mg (8 mM) SP to 1 mL gels, the mixture was
stirred to transparent and homogeneous at room temperature, and
the color shows grey and it remains the gel state(Fig. 1a). Upon UV
irradiation for 3 min at room temperature, the sample altered to
fluid with noticeable less viscous and the color also obvious
changed to deep purple (Fig. 1b), which proved that the closed-ring
SP changed to the opened-ring MC [16]. The uptake of Ca2þ from
the gels by the anionic groups of opened-ring MC, changing the
ratio of the Ca2þ/lecithin in the original gels, led to the collapse of
the gel system. The purple liquid could flow in the sloping vial,
which indicated that the sample form had transformed from gel to
fluid. Thereafter, upon irradiationwith visible light (l > 510 nm) for
4 min, the gel state was retrieved accompanied by the color bleach,
demonstrating the photo-isomerization back to the closed isomer

SP which released Ca2þ into the lecithin to form the gel. As shown
in Fig. 1c, the sample was again able to hold its weight in the
inverted vial, which indicated that the sample form had trans-
formed from fluid to gel.

Rheological techniques were used to measure the rheological
properties of this light-controllable gel system. Dynamic frequency
spectra (elastic modulus G0 and viscous modulus G00 as functions of
frequency u) of the above gel system were shown in Fig. 1def.
Initially (Fig. 1d), both modules showed a weak frequency depen-
dence, with G0 dominating over G00 across the entire frequency
range; thus, the sample response was mostly elastic. The gap be-
tween the module became narrow at low frequencies around a
frequency of 0.3 rad/s, yet the curves did not intersect, which
showed that the relaxation time of the sample was very high and
fell outside the window of time scales probed by rheometry [17].
This response could be characterized as gel. Upon UV light irradi-
ation (l ¼ 365 nm) for 5 min, the sample (Fig. 1e) showed a
viscoelastic response, That is, at high u or short time scales, the
sample showed elastic behavior with G0 tending to a plateau and
dominating over G00. On the other hand, at lowu or long time scales,
the sample showed viscous behavior, with G00 exceeding G0. Upon
visible light irradiation (l > 510 nm) for 7 min, G0 dominated over
G00 again across the entire frequency range, which meant that the
sample returned to the viscoelastic state (Fig. 1f). All the dynamic
frequency spectra corresponding to the state changes of the sam-
ples are shown in Fig. 1aec.

A loop test of the above photorheological change in real time
was continuous examined using a rheometer with a built-in UV
apparatus. The sample was put between transparent parallel plates
and upon irradiation at 365 nm UV light with an intensity of 2 W/
cm2. The sample was monitored under oscillatory shear at a fre-
quency of 2 rad/s. At this frequency, significant rheological changes
were observed and the measurements could be made rapidly. The
results are plotted in Fig. 2 in terms of the complex viscosity h*.
Initially, the sample was viscous with h* ¼ 12 Pa s. After irradiation
at 365 nm, the viscosity dropped quickly and reached a plateau
value of~1 Pa s (12 fold lower) within ~100 s (inset of Fig. 2). To
avoid the sample overflowing and ensure the cycle test going on

Scheme 1. Schematic diagram of the light-controllable gels.
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